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GROUP EXERCISE SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE 7-1-2021

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
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Lisa G. 45 min

Amy B. 45 min

Amy B. 45 min

Lorena 55 min

= Studio 1 

= Pickleball Courts

= Pool Side 6:45am class

= WCycle Studio

• Reservations can be made up to 48 hrs in advance on the FREE Weymouth Club app. 

• We ask that members cancel 3 hours prior to the class or there will be a $10 late cancellation no call/no show fee.

• All classes are 55 min unless otherwise noted.
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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

BARRE PUMP

Barre Pump will tone, lift, sculpt, and strengthen your total body. This class is a fusion of CHISEL’D

and Barre using body weight exercises as well as total body weighted strength routines. These two

workouts combined will give you a total body workout great for all ages and levels.

BODY PUMP

Resistance training to music is a revolutionized exercise concept that works all muscle groups.

CARDIO KICK & ABS

Come join this high intensity boxing class that will work your body head to toe. All ages and all levels

welcome with this bodyweight workout. Implementing core blast workout in between quick boxing

combos will sure get your heart pumping and keep you smiling as you work to the beat of the music.

CHISEL’D

A challenging head-to-toe workout using a variety of equipment, focused on engaging core muscles

to maximize total body conditioning.

GUT & BUTT

A class dedicated to toning of your abs and glutes with targeted movements and cardio. The class

will focus on core strengthening to build muscles, in addition, it’ll also target your quads and

hamstrings.

MINDFUL YOGA

Treat yourself to a tranquil yoga experience! During this 55-minute class you will be guided in a self-

healing practice which includes gentle yoga, candlelight, music, essential oils, distant Reiki, a

guided Savasana, and of course a piece of dark chocolate to end! 

PILATES

A challenging yet safe method to sculpt your body and to feel increased agility in your everyday

movements. Each class will work to balance all muscle groups’ strength and flexibility, with an

emphasis on challenging the core muscles with each movement.

POOL SIDE YOGA

 Embrace the abidance of relaxation by the water as the rises. In this outdoor pool side yoga, you

will improve your posture, balance, and coordination through breath control, relaxation, and positive

thinking. Meditation aimed at developing harmony in the body, mind, and environment. 

PUMP TOTAL BODY

A weight-bearing and resistance strength class. Always changing, and always fun and challenging!

Similar to Les Mills Body Pump.

STEP

A challenging aerobic workout choreographed to music, utilizing the step and ending with ab work

.

TABATA

Get your heart pumping and your body jumping in this timed interval training workout. Short bursts

of cardio / strength training exercises followed by a brief rest. 20/10 method has you all out for 20

seconds with 10 seconds to recover to start over again. Sweat-Sculpt-Burn!

TABATA PILATES MASHUP

Enjoy this interval training mashup class. You will work through TABATA timed circuit training in

combination with low-impact Pilates to increase flexibility and muscular strength. Tone and stretch

in this total body 55 minute workout.

YOGA

Improve your posture, balance, and coordination through breath control, relaxation, and positive

thinking and meditation aimed at developing harmony in the body, mind, and environment.

YOGA & PILATES FUSION

This Yoga & Pilates flow will merge the healing mindfulness of Yoga with the stretch & strength of

Pilates. Open to all ages and levels as we join each other on the mat.

YOUNG AT HEART CYCLE & BALANCE

New YAH class that will work your stamina and balance all in this 55-minute mashup class. Low

impact high results on our W cycle bikes followed by a barre balance stretch, strength, and

lengthen from head to toe.

YOUNG AT HEART SCULPT

Low impact-low intensity total body weighted workout. Using light weights/bands/stability balls to

strengthen, tone, and condition in this guided 55-minute class.

YOUNG AT HEART CHAIR YOGA

Improve your posture, balance, and coordination through breath control, relaxation, and positive

thinking. This YAH chair yoga will develop harmony in the body, mind, and environment. Stretch

and strengthen using props for a safe low impact, low intensity, 55-minute guided class.

THERAPEUTIC YOGA

Classes focus on releasing tension, connecting with the breath and helping students gain strength

and flexibility. Gentle yoga uses classical hatha postures with slight variations to accommodate all

levels of yoga students.

ZUMBA

A fusion of Latin and international music and dance create a dynamic, exciting, and effective

workout. Zumba is a mixture of body sculpting movements with easy-to-follow dance steps.


